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Abstract: In this study, a behavioral influence model based on cognitive theory was developed
to investigate foremen’s influences on construction workers’ safety behavior. In the model, three
foreman behaviors were considered, such as leading by example (LE), safety teaching (ST), and
safety monitoring (SM). Five cognitive stages of a worker are also considered in the model, such as
situation awareness, safety knowledge, subjective norm, safety attitude, and taking action. To obtain
empirical data for the model parameters, a survey was conducted on a construction site in Seoul,
South Korea, where the foreman–worker behavioral interactions and workers’ unsafe behavior of
taking shortcuts were observed. The model was established as Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) using
AnyLogic software. Four scenarios of foremen’s behavior were simulated using the model. The result
shows that LE behavior has a positive, but weak significant influence on workers’ safety behavior.
ST was found to have a positive and the most significant influence on workers’ safety behavior.
Moreover, it should be provided with appropriate safety monitoring to maximize its effectiveness.
The research findings promote stakeholders’ understanding of the influence of foremen on workers’
safety behavior and lead to the formation of informed policies and future research directions in the
study field.

Keywords: cognitive theory; Agent-Based Model (ABM); behavioral influence; foreman safety
behavior; construction industry; South Korea

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

A safe construction industry is essential for any country’s economic growth and
development. The construction industry, however, is not recognized as being safe, arguably
due to the harsh working environment and the complex and dynamic nature of the work.
In the United States, less than 4% of the workforce are in the construction industry, but this
accounts for roughly 20% of all fatalities [1,2]. In the U.K., the construction sector accounts
for 30% of the fatalities in reported cases [3]. Similarly, according to KOSHA, in South
Korea, 44.8% of the total fatalities came from the construction industry in 2022 [4].

According to the Health and Safety Commission [5], approximately 80–90% of all
workplace accidents and fatalities are caused by workers’ unsafe behaviors. Similarly,
previous studies have established that construction workers’ unsafe behaviors were the
most critical leading cause of construction accidents [6–8]. Suraji et al. [9] proposed that
about 88% of construction project accidents are related to unsafe conduct on construction
sites. Newaz et al. [10] also established that about 90% of construction accidents are
somewhat linked to human errors.

In light of this, the critical relevance of addressing unsafe behaviors at work has made
behavior-based intervention techniques increasingly popular in both academia and other
industries [11–14]. The application of behavior-based techniques for safety prevention
dates back to the 1970s; some examples include the application of feedback techniques to
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reduce the amount of unsafe behavior and improve safety performance in workplaces [15]
and the application of supervisory praise to reduce the amount of unsafe behaviors and
prevent accidents in workplaces [16]. In the construction industry, behavioral intervention
methods have successfully been applied to mitigate unsafe behaviors and improve the
safety performance of workers in construction sites. For instance, Newaz et al. [10], in a
study, proposed that a positive psychological contract of safety will positively improve the
workers’ safety behaviors. The result of their research was that the relationship between the
supervisor and the workers in a construction site is mediated by the psychological contract
of safety. Barrios et al. [11] established that high levels of fatigue and sleep disorders in
construction workers could cause accidents and injuries. Workers who received cognitive
behavioral intervention have a reduced level of fatigue and sleepiness. Also, Kim et al. [12]
investigated the effectiveness of Virtual Reality (VR) as a behavioral intervention technique
for minimizing the drop in vigilant behaviors associated with habituation in construction
sites. Their findings showed that, over a relatively short period, the VR environment
elicited a decrease in attentiveness associated with risk habituation, and that, over a week,
the simulated accidents in the VR environment produced sustained effects in reducing
the effects of habituation on attention. Furthermore, Fang et al. [13], in a study aimed
at uncovering the management behaviors that impact workers’ behavior and the size of
the impact, found that reactive and supportive actions of supervisors positively impact
the worker’s safety behavior, while training and preventive actions can impact aspects of
construction site safety climate, which thereby promote safety condition.

Although these studies have enriched the literature in this field, they have not system-
atically examined how the behavioral interaction between the management and workers
influences workers’ safety behavior. When they are working on a construction site, workers
inevitably interact with co-workers and their management team [15]; the workers’ safety
behavior is significantly influenced by such interactions [16]. Consider a scenario where the
management established a proper monitoring program for the use of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) to ensure that every employee abides by the requirement to wear PPE
while working on site, but the supervisors simply monitor the workers and do not wear
their own PPE. The workers will notice that their supervisors pay less attention to safety
and, over time, will begin to disregard the safety policy when the supervisors are not there.
Such behavioral interactions have a substantial influence on the safety behavior of construc-
tion workers. Taking this into consideration, it is imperative to examine and understand the
management–worker behavioral interaction to proffer informed behavioral interventions
in construction safety. There are various managerial roles in construction, such as project
manager, safety manager, site manager, and foreman. The foreman’s role was considered
in this research. Given how much time the foreman spends with the workers on a worksite,
the foreman is agreeably the manager with a more significant and immediate impact on the
workers’ safety behavior. The term foreman, as used here, refers to a worker who leads a
particular group or several groups of workers on a construction site. In a construction site,
the foreman does the same tasks as the other workers do, as well as performing the role of a
team leader to monitor the working behavior of other workers in the group. They represent
the managerial leader [17,18] among a group of workers on a construction site. This present
research proposes a behavioral influence model to examine how foreman safety behaviors
influence the safety behavioral choices workers make on worksites. To achieve this aim, it
is important to gain insights into the antecedent of construction workers’ safety behaviors.

Authors of previous studies [19–22] have attempted to develop a systematic expla-
nation of the mechanism underlying a worker’s safety behavior, of which the cognitive
theory has attracted a lot of interest in recent years. The cognitive theory posits that how
individuals behave is determined by the information they collect and how they inwardly
interpret that information [23]. The authors view the safety behavioral interaction between
workers and their team leader (foreman) as externally collected information. This is because
such behavioral interactions provide the worker with externally observable and perceivable
information. The worker can see and observe that a foreman does not adhere to the safety
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policies on site. How the workers internally process such information via their cognitive
process arguably influences their safety behaviors.

The purpose of this study, therefore, is to apply the concept of cognitive theories
to examine how foreman–worker behavioral interactions influence the workers’ safety
behavior in a construction site. The influence of behavioral interaction on construction
workers’ safety behavior is also dynamic and complex; thus, to examine the mechanism
of foreman–worker interactions, the workers should be considered as individuals in a
group. The Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) technique was used in this study to simulate the
complex and dynamic behavioral interactions between foreman and workers in a group and
observe the emergence of the group’s safety performance, considering the heterogeneity of
individuals in the group. The resultant safety performance is a combination of the various
safety behaviors of all the individuals in the group. This study explored ABM simulation
because of its ability to accommodate the highly complex behaviors of agents resulting
from continuous and complex interactions among the agents and produce results in real
time. This ABM ability is based on the rapid processing power of the central processing
unit (CPU) and memory of new computers [24]; which offers ABM a distinct advantage
over other simulation techniques.

This paper is structured as follows, Section 1.2 reviewed the existing research on
safety behavior, the cognitive model, and ABM, Section 2 introduced the methodology and
research framework, and Section 3 elaborated on the application of the proposed behavioral
influence model and the results analysis. Section 4 provided further discussions on the
results and conclusion, including limitations and future study directions.

1.2. Research Review
1.2.1. Safety Behavior

Safety behaviors consist of all acts which people perform when they comply with oper-
ational specifications in the course of their work to prevent the occurrence of incidents [13].
Around 88% of all industrial accidents are caused by unsafe behaviors [9]. Accident and
injury levels have been proven to be determined by safety behaviors [25,26]. Lag indicators,
such as accident rates, total recordable injury frequency rates (TRIFR), and mortality rates,
have traditionally been used to gauge the safety performance [27]. However, this technique
is, nevertheless, criticized for being reactive and unable to provide accident warnings.
Hence, this research recognizes safety behavior as a reliable measure of construction site
safety performances.

Authors of existing studies have conducted in-depth research on the safety behavior
of construction workers and explored many of its influencing factors, including people’s
perspectives and opinions about safety, the safety culture, the psychology of safety, and
employees’ satisfaction with their jobs [28–30]. Dong-Phil et al. [30] recognized five latent
variables that predict the safety behavior of construction workers, such as the safety climate,
organizational commitment, safety knowledge, safety motivation, and stress response. They
hypothesized that the safety climate influences safety behavior via intervening variables,
such as safety knowledge, safety motivation, and affective commitment. Fang et al. [20], in
a study on the Cognitive Model of Construction Workers’ Unsafe Behaviors (CM-CWUB),
identified five stages of workers’ cognition that influence their safety behaviors on a
construction site, such as obtaining information, comprehending information, perceiving
responses, deciding to perform responses, and taking action. A few other studies [31–34]
have been successfully conducted on the cognitive mechanism of construction workers’
safety behaviors, with the single aim to understand how workers’ cognition influences
the safety behavioral choices they make on construction sites. The main advantage of
the cognitive theories is that in situations where all other managerial policies are in place,
but unsafe behaviors persist, the cognitive model can aid in the understanding of the
underlying causes of the different behavioral choices the construction workers make when
they are working on a construction site. This, in turn, will aid in the development of
informed behavioral intervention policies to successfully minimize unsafe behaviors. In
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this research, a five-stage CM-CWUB was adopted to study how the foreman’s behaviors
will influence the safety behavior of workers on a construction site. Each of the cognitive
stages represents a worker’s internal processing path for the safety information collected
while working and interacting with the foreman and co-workers on site.

Griffin and Hu [35] examined the influence of three specific leader safety behaviors
on different aspects of workers’ safety performance and found that the positive behaviors
of leaders will positively influence employees’ safety-related behaviors. The leader’s
safety behaviors include inspiring safety, safety monitoring, and safety learning. In the
present study, the three leader safety behaviors proposed by Griffin and Hu [35] were
adopted to examine how the workers will interpret the information they obtain from such
behaviors via cognition, which will result in the safety behavioral choices they make on the
construction site.

1.2.2. Agent-Based Modeling in Construction Research

Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) is a computational simulation tool used for modeling
autonomous agents and their interactions to mimic the real-world scenarios and objects or
individuals they represent [36]. ABM agents are autonomous and diverse in nature [37].
To observe the outcomes of agent interactions, the ABM technique encodes each agent’s
behaviors in statecharts and simple rules [38] that are executed during unique events. The
heterogeneous aspect of ABM genuinely represents simulated real-world situations in a
virtual setting [36].

ABM is used to model and examine various situations, circumstances, and real-life
phenomena. For example, ABM was successfully used to analyze the influences on employ-
ees’ learning behavior [39], to mimic micro-level construction management procedures [40],
and to examine how various incentive schemes affect safe behavior [41]. AMB has also been
utilized in previous studies to simulate complex, adaptable, and decentralized emergent
systems in the fields of social and environmental sciences and economics [42]. Construction
worker groups form a complex network that is defined by the emergence of their interaction.
ABM is a good technique to study the emergence of different behavioral interactions of a
complex network of construction workers in different simulation scenarios.

2. Methodology
2.1. Research Framework

To examine the behavioral influence of foremen on the safety behavior of construction
workers, this study methodology was designed with a three-stage framework (Figure 1)
of model development, data acquisition, and ABM simulations. The proposed safety
behavioral influence model was developed in the first stage, and the agents in the model and
their parameters and interrelationships were also identified. In the second stage, a survey
was conducted using a worker behavior assessment questionnaire to gather empirical data
for the proposed model parameter value. Site observation was also conducted to obtain
vital information about the site environment. In the third stage, the model was built as
ABM using AnyLogic [24] software, version 8.5.2. The model’s applicability was verified,
and different scenarios of the foreman and workers’ behavioral interactions were simulated
to study the influence of different foreman’s behavioral situations on the safety behaviors
of construction workers.
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2.1.1. Behavioral Influence Model Development

• General concept

The authors considered the construction foreman and workers as two main agents
in the proposed behavioral influence model to examine the influence of the foreman’s
behavior on the safety behavior of the workers. The model interaction is represented in
a two-layer structural network, as shown in Figure 2. The foreman agent is placed at the
center of the network, representing the closest managerial role to the workers, ensuring
that the safety policies are being properly implemented by the workers. The worker agents
at either end of the network interact with the foreman and with each other. They represent
the frontliners in the construction network. Arrow 1 represents the foreman’s interaction
with the workers; arrow 2 represents worker–worker interaction.
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To develop the model, taking a shortcut was the considered unsafe behavior of work-
ers, in this study. Taking a shortcut is found to be one of the most popular unsafe behaviors
exhibited by construction workers while working on site [16]. Taking a shortcut is defined
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here as the act of using a shorter path that leads to a target destination on a construction
site, without considering the dangers that might be present. Obtaining information, un-
derstanding situations, perceiving responses, selecting responses, and taking action were
considered in the proposed model as the cognitive stages of construction workers, while
leading by example, safety monitoring, and safety teaching were adopted as the three
foreman’s behavior types.

• Agents’ properties

1. Workers’ cognitive properties

In this subsection, four corresponding parameters that determine the probability of a
worker acting safely on a construction site are defined as four stages before the taking-action
stage of the cognitive process, as shown below.

The first stage is the obtaining information stage (X1). This stage represents the
workers’ ability to detect potential hazards in their working environment. For instance, a
worker thinks that objects on a crane could fall on a passerby below the crane. Parameter
X1, called situation awareness, is defined in this stage. X1 represents how well a worker can
identify a potential hazard within the working environment. The questionnaire item for
measuring X1 includes the workers’ level of observation of their working environment (e.g.,
I have adequate consciousness to observe potential hazards in the work surroundings). The
understanding situation (X2) stage is concerned with a worker’s ability to recognize the
consequences and preventive measures of an identified hazard. In this stage, parameter
X2, called safety knowledge, is defined. X2 represents a worker’s level of knowledge
about the consequences of an identified hazard and its preventive measures. The item for
measuring X2 includes the workers’ level of knowledge of the hazards associated with
their type of job and how to avoid them (e.g., do you know about the dangers of hazards
associated with your work?). The perceiving response stage (X3) focuses on a worker’s
ability to recall past similar incidents or the workplace safety culture when in a hazardous
situation. This will help them make an informed decision about how to avoid the observed
hazard. For instance, a worker might recollect that a co-worker suffered a serious injury
due to being hit by objects falling from a crane while passing under the crane. Also, a
worker with no experience (new to the job) would think about what action the foreman or
other colleagues would take in a similar situation. In this stage, the parameter X3, called
the subjective norm, is defined. The instrument for measuring this parameter includes
a worker’s influence on how the foreman or co-workers will behave if they were in the
same hazardous situation (e.g., would you prefer to always respond to hazards the same
way your foreman or co-workers would?). Selecting response stage (X4) considers how a
worker selects the kind of action to take. This is based on the worker’s safety attitude. The
parameter X4, called safety attitude, is defined in this stage. X4 represents the worker’s
eagerness or willingness to act safely when they are faced with a hazardous situation. The
measuring items include the degree of importance a worker gives to safety. This shows how
much value a worker accords to safety at work. (e.g., do you prefer to always work safely
whether or not the foreman is present or watching?). Taking action is the last stage; this
stage was set as the cumulative summation of the previous 4 stages. The value obtained
here is expressed as a probability value, which was used to determine the possibility of the
worker behaving safely. The cumulative probability (P) was calculated using the following
equation, according to the cognitive model of unsafe behaviors of construction workers [15].

P = 1 −
[
(1 − X1) +

4

∑
j=2

j−1

∏
ι=1

(1 − Xι)× Xj

]
(1)

where P is the probability of taking safe action, i and j are cognitive stages, and X is the value
of the cognitive parameter. Figure 3 illustrates the model’s cognitive process flowchart.
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The value of each of the cognitive stages parameters (X1−X4) was normalized to a
value within 0 and 1. Values close to 1 signify that the possibility of the worker behaving
safely is high. A low value for any of the stages indicates a high possibility of cognitive
failure occurring during the stage, which will result in unsafe behavior (Figure 3). As the
values of these parameters increase due to the positive influence of the foreman’s behavior,
the possibility of unsafe action decreases. In the fifth stage, the cumulative probability of
the first four stages is evaluated. The likelihood of engaging in safe behavior is high when
the probability value (P) is high, while a low probability value indicates a high possibility
of taking unsafe action.

2. Foreman’s behavior properties

In this subsection, three corresponding parameters were defined for the three foreman
behavior types. Leading by example (LE) is the first behavior type; this refers to the degree
to which the foreman’s behavior conveys a positive image of safety that motivates and
inspires workers to work safely. On a construction site, the foreman works together with
other workers, allowing them to closely observe how the foreman works. The workers’
safety behavior is influenced by this observation. The parameter LE, called leading by
example, is defined for this behavior type. This represents the degree to which the foreman
works safely on site, obeying all the safety protocols. Safety monitoring (SM) refers to how
the foreman observes and responds to the safety behaviors of workers on site, e.g., the
foreman sends feedback to workers depending on whether they work safely or unsafely.
Feedback has a positive influence when the foreman prioritizes safety and criticizes unsafe
behaviors on site, whereas it has a negative influence when the foreman encourages the
workers to work unsafely or pays less attention to their unsafe behaviors. The parameter
SM, called safety monitoring, is defined for this behavior type. Safety teaching (ST) relates
to the way the foreman communicates and advises the workers about safety issues on the
construction site, e.g., hazards common to the work activity or any hazard identified on
site are used as references to learn about the severity and preventive measures of similar
hazards. The parameter ST, termed safety teaching, is defined for this behavior type.

The value of each of the foreman’s behavior parameters was normalized to a value
between 0 and 1. Values close to 1 signify that there is a high possibility that the foreman
will exhibit appropriate safety behavior for the specific parameter.
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• Agents’ interaction

1. Foreman–worker behavioral interaction

To investigate how the foreman’s safety behaviors influence the safety behavior of
the workers, we drew on the ideas of existing studies to establish the foreman–worker
behavioral interaction. Griffin and Hu [36] suggested that employees are more willing to
commit time and effort to safety initiatives when the leader conveys them in an inspiring
and motivating manner. This implies that leading by example will improve safety culture
in the workplace, which will, in turn, positively influence the workers’ subjective norms.
Zohar and Luria [43] stated that by providing safety teachings and training on safety issues,
supervisors can assist workers to develop their safety competence (safety knowledge
and awareness). This implies that through safety teaching, the foreman can positively
influence the situation awareness and safety knowledge of the workers. Fang et al. [26],
in a study, found that when supervisors consistently promote and support a high safety
performance through monitoring, they can improve and promote workers’ attitudes toward
their involvement in safety activities.

Based on the existing studies, the following hypotheses on the behavioral influence
interaction between a foreman’s safety behaviors and a worker’s cognitive process were
made and examined in this present study: (H1) Leading by example influences a worker’s
subjective norms. (H2) Safety monitoring influences a worker’s safety attitude. (H3) Safety
teaching influences a worker’s safety knowledge and situation awareness on a construction
site. Figure 4 illustrates the proposed model’s behavioral influence interactions between
the foreman and worker.
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2. Model interaction rules

An ABM simulates the complex behaviors of a system using rules that govern the
dynamic interactions between heterogeneous agents and their environment [44]. In this
section, the logical rules for the behaviors and interactions in the proposed model are
defined. The existing research has established that construction workers have more frequent
contact with their foreman and group members than they do with other top managerial
roles [45]. Also, based on the site observations, it was noticeable that the foreman and
workers within a communicable or observables distance observe and interact with each
other (Figure 2). During such repetitive and continuous interactive events, the workers
observe and become influenced by the safety behaviors exhibited by the foreman and
co-workers. The influence occurs as changes in their cognitive process. These changes that
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occur in the cognition of workers were calculated via the model using the straight-line
learning curve equation [46,47]:

Xi(t) = 1 − (1 − Xi(t − 1))
[
IXi(t)

]−θ (2)

θ =
ln
(

L%
100

)
ln(2)

(3)

where i represents the worker’s cognitive process stages, Xi(t) is the probability of the ith
cognitive stage at time t,IXi(t) is the changing unit of Xi at time t, θ determines the curve
slope, and L is the influence rate. The straight-line learning curve equation was adopted
because it can consider dynamic changes and influences.

X1 is the parameter for the first stage of a worker’s cognitive process, which is influ-
enced by the foreman’s ST. Each time the foreman teaches the workers about the safety
issues on site, the value of IX1 increases by 0.1 unit. The value of X1 at time t was calculated
as follows:

X1(t) = 1 − (1 − X1(t − 1))
[
IX1(t)

]−θ (4)

IX1(t) =
{

X1(t − 1) + 0.1 when the foreman teaches the worker
1 when there is no teaching

(5)

X2 is also influenced by the foreman’s ST. Whenever the foreman informs and educates
the workers on the consequences and preventive measures of the surrounding hazards, IX2

increases by 0.1 unit. The value of X2 at time t was calculated as follows:

X2(t) = 1 − (1 − X2(t − 1))
[
IX2(t)

]−θ (6)

IX2(t) =
{

X2(t − 1) + 0.1 when the foreman informs and trains the workers
1 when there is no training or information on safety

(7)

X3 is influenced by the foreman’s LE. The influence occurs when workers within
communicable distance observe the foreman working safely. This will increase the value of
IX3 by +0.1. The value of IX3 becomes 1 if the foreman is observed to be working unsafely.
The change that happens in X3 at time t was calculated by solving Equations (8) and (9):

X3(t) = 1 − (1 − X3(t − 1))
[
IX3(t)

]−θ (8)

IX3(t) =
{

X3(t − 1) + 0.1 when the foreman is leading by example
1 when the foreman is not leading by example

(9)

X4 is influenced by the foreman’s SM. When a foreman observes the workers and
provides feedback, changes occur in X4. The foreman’s feedback can increase the value
of IX4 by 0.1. The value of IX4 is 1 if the foreman sends negative feedback to the workers.
Changes in X4 were calculated as follows:

X4(t) = 1 − (1 − X4(t − 1))
[
IX4(t)

]−θ (10)

IX4(t) =
{

X4(t − 1) + 0.1 if the foreman gives positive feedback
1 if the foreman gives negative feedback

(11)

2.1.2. Data Acquisition

A site survey, including site observation, was carried out on a real construction
site to collect empirical data on construction workers’ behavior for the proposed model
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parameters. The data obtained from the survey were used to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed model, while the site observation information was used as a reference to develop
the simulation environment.

• Site environment

The survey was conducted at a construction site in Seoul, South Korea. At the time of
the survey, the foundation framework was being constructed. There were 117 construction
personnel working on site, comprising 3 foremen, 110 workers, 1 site manager, 1 safety
manager, and 2 crane operators. Iron rods were moved and placed using a crane, as
shown in Figure 5. The crane was situated close to the site’s exit and in front of the site’s
storage area for used pipes and other materials. The workers had to either use a safe path
when dumping the used pipes or while entering and exiting the site, or they may take the
hazardous unsafe path under the crane.
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• Worker’s behavior assessment

A workers’ behavioral assessment questionnaire was used for the survey to collect
data on the foreman–workers’ behavioral interactions and the safety performance of the
workers on the test site. The questionnaire had two parts, the first part contained 14 items
that examined the safety behavioral relationship between the foreman and workers, the
second part contained 1 item that examined the general safety performance of the workers.
Straightforward and uncomplicated queries and phrases were used to create the items
of the questionnaire. This was to guarantee that the workers think of themselves and
their current foreman when making their responses rather than generalize the responses
(e.g., my foreman always works safely and adheres to all safety regulations, or do you
expect your foreman or colleagues to always work safely?). Each of the proposed model
parameters was represented in one or more of the questionnaire items. To ensure the
reliability of the questionnaire in this research, one professor in construction safety, two
senior safety representatives with 13 and 9 years of experience in the field, respectively,
and one construction safety Ph.D. researcher assessed the questionnaire. Modifications
were made after incorporating their feedback in areas such as the directness and clarity
of the purpose, the number of items for each parameter of the model, and length of the
questionnaire. An initial pilot survey was conducted on 13 workers using the developed
questionnaire. The pilot survey revealed that 6 of the workers provided incorrect answers
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to questionnaire items due to a lack of understanding of the content. The content and
aim of the questionnaire were then properly explained to all the workers on site to ensure
that they understood and provide appropriate responses to each item. The questionnaire
was translated into Korean before being handed over to the site manager, who distributed
it to 110 workers on site. The consent of the respondents was also taken before they
provided their responses. The survey and site investigation lasted between 24 January
and 21 April 2023. To ensure that the workers could answer the questions based on their
perceptions, they were asked to respond at their convenience time, but to submit their
answers within 90 days during the survey period. The total number of questionnaires (N)
that were retrieved duly completed was 90 (82%), as 7 of the workers failed to submit theirs,
11 of the collected questionnaires were removed because they were not duly completed,
and 2 were also removed because they appeared to be identical. The 11 uncompleted and
2 identical questionnaires were removed. The respondents’ demographics are shown in
Table 1. A 5-point Likert scale approach was applied to evaluate the responses of each item.
The weighted mean (X) for each item was calculated, and the value for each parameter
of the proposed model was determined as the average of the weighted mean values of
corresponding items, as shown in Table 2. The data obtained in the second section of the
questionnaire show that the rate at which the workers engaged in the unsafe behavioral act
of taking shortcuts was very high, at 72 (80%).

Table 1. Demography of survey respondents.

Demographic Parameter Category Frequency %

Age
<30 29 32.2
30–45 40 44.4
>45 21 23.3

Role
Workers 87 97
Foreman 3 3

Years of experience
<5 27 30
5–10 46 51
>10 17 19

Education

<High school - -
High school 22 24.4
Tertiary 64 71.1
>Tertiary 4 4.4

Table 2. Questionnaire items and survey data.

Parameter Number Part 1. Item X
(Normalized)

Value

LE
1 My foreman always works safely and adheres to all

safety regulations. 0.25
0.44

2 Sometimes, especially when we are running behind
schedule, my foreman engages in unsafe work. 0.62

SM

3 My foreman is attentive to the safety practices of the
workers at the site. 0.25

0.25

4
My foreman advises those working unsafely to work
safely and encourages those working safely to continue
such behavior.

0.25

ST
5 My foreman uses previous safety incidents to advise

the team about safety concerns at the site. 0.45
0.36

6 I find the foreman’s safety recommendations to be
helpful. 0.26
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameter Number Part 1. Item X
(Normalized)

Value

X4

7 Do you prefer to always work safely, whether or not
the foreman is present or watching? 0.24

0.24

8 Do you think it’s important to follow safety regulations
at all times? 0.23

X3

9 Do you anticipate your foreman or co-workers
working safely at all times? 0.25

0.25

10 Would you prefer to always respond to hazards the
same way your foreman or co-workers would? 0.25

X2

11 Do you think your knowledge of the site’s potential
hazards has improved since the project’s beginning? 0.31

0.28

12 Do you know the dangers of hazards associated with
your work? 0.24

X1

13 I have adequate information and teaching about the
potential hazards in the work surroundings 0.24

0.27

14 I have adequate consciousness to observe the potential
hazards in the work surroundings 0.29

Part 2. Item Yes No

15 I usually take shortcuts on the site. 72 18

3. Model Application and Evaluation
3.1. ABM

Based on the interaction rules and agent behavior properties discussed in Section 2,
the behavioral influence model of the foreman and worker was built as ABM using Any-
Logic [24] software, version 8.5.2. Anylogic is a multi-agent modeling program [48] that
is increasingly being used in the construction industry to investigate the interactions and
emergent behavior between multiple heterogeneous agents [49,50]. Anylogic uses a state-
chart and simple rules to encode the characteristics of agents [38].

An 80 m × 60 m platform was used to replicate the real site environment in the ABM
simulation environment, as shown in Figure 6. There were two kinds of paths in the
simulation environment, as observed in the real construction site. The primary access
path was longer, but safe; the second path, which goes under the crane, was a dangerous
shortcut. Two conditions, incident and safety actions, were recorded in the model. For
example, when a worker agent takes the safe path, it was recorded as a safety action,
whereas, when a worker agent takes the hazardous shortcut to save time or impress their
co-workers, it was recorded as an incident. The likelihood of a worker taking the safe
path increases when the worker’s cognitive value (P) (Equation (1)) is high, while a low
cognitive value indicates a high possibility of the worker taking the unsafe shortcut. UML
statecharts were used to encode the agents’ behaviors and interaction rules in the model.
Figure 7 shows the worker agents’ statechart. A statechart for foreman agents was also
developed in a similar way.
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3.2. Model Validation

To verify the practicability of the proposed model and its effectiveness in studying
workers’ safety behavioral influence in construction sites, four different foreman’s safety
behavioral scenarios were simulated. The first simulation was conducted using the survey
data in Table 2 as the initial input values of the model parameters. This was conducted
to validate the developed model by comparing the simulation results to those of the
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survey. The average number of working hours for the workers on site was 8 h per day,
as confirmed by the senior managers during the site observation. Hence, the simulation
was allowed to run for 1440 h, which is equivalent to 180 days (about 6 months) of 8 h of
work per day. The simulation was allowed to run for a longer duration than the survey
was conducted, to obtain a clearer picture of the outcome. During the simulation, the
influence rate (Equation (3)) was set to 80% [47]. This rate corresponds with the work
activity (moving materials and foundation formwork) the workers carried out on site. A
group of three foremen and eighty-seven workers made up the model agents. The result of
the simulation is represented in Figure 8 as the ratio of the cumulative unsafe acts (unsafe
behavioral actions of workers) and the total acts (unsafe plus safe behavioral actions). At
the beginning of the simulation, 0 incidents were recorded, as the agent were busy with
their work at the working area. The number of incidents rose rapidly, and then converged
at around 0.85, this indicates that 85% of the total behavioral actions of the agents were
unsafe behaviors. This result agrees with the survey results (Table 2 Part 2), which show
that 72 (80%) out of the 90 workers (Figure 7) usually work unsafely. Thus, the developed
model was consequently considered to be valid to continue with further analysis.
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3.3. Scenario Analysis

Simulating various scenarios permits the examination of different real-life situations
to observe the uniqueness of their varying emergence. Three more scenarios were prepared,
as shown in Table 3, to investigate how the foreman’s behaviors influenced the workers’
safety behavior. Scenario 1 examined the impact of the leading by example behavior
when the value of LE is low. In this case, the foreman does not always work safely,
but always monitors the workers’ safety behaviors and teaches and informs them about
hazardous situations in their working environment. Scenario 2 examines the impact of
safety monitoring when the value of SM is low. In this case, the foreman does not pay
attention to whether the workers do their job safely, but always educates them about the
site’s safety situations, and also works safely. Scenario 3 examines the impact of safety
teaching when the value of ST is low. In this scenario, the foreman does not educate the
workers about the site safety situations, but monitors if they are working safely, and also
works safely too.
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Table 3. Parameter value settings for each scenario (what each scenario considers).

No. Scenario Parameter Value

1 Scenario 1 LE = 0.20, SM = 0.80, ST = 0.80 Impact of LE
2 Scenario 2 LE = 0.80, SM = 0.20, ST = 0.80 Impact of SM
3 Scenario 3 LE = 0.80, SM = 0.80, ST = 0.20 Impact of ST

The simulation results show that scenario 1 (low LE with high ST and SM) has the
best safety performance result, which recorded the lowest incident rate of 41%. This means
that as the foreman educates the workers on site safety issues and monitors their working
behavior, the foreman’s work behavior pattern has a very low-level effect on the workers’
safety behavior. Scenario 2 (low SM with high ST and LE) had an incident rate of 67%.
This shows that, despite having good awareness and understanding of the risks in their
workplace, coupled with good safety culture on site, the workers sometimes still engage in
unsafe acts, knowing that the foreman is less concerned with how they work. Scenario 3
(low ST with high SM and LE) had a very poor safety performance, with a 79% incident rate.
This demonstrates that even if the foreman sets a good working example and observes how
the workers carry out their tasks, workers are still likely to act unsafely without having
safety knowledge. The safety performance of the workers for all simulations is represented
graphically in Figure 9 as the ratio of the cumulative number of unsafe acts and total acts.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The proposed model in this research was applied to a construction site in South Korea,
where a site survey was conducted. Four simulations with different foreman behaviors were
conducted using the ABM approach. The first simulation was used for model validation,
while the rest were used to examine three different scenarios of the foreman’s behavior.
The data obtained from the survey were used as initial input values for the first simulation;
the result was consistent with the findings from the site survey, validating the applicability
of the developed model for further analysis. Further findings from the result show that, in
scenario 1, the foreman’s leading by example behavior has a positive, but weak, significant
effect on the worker’s safety behavior when the workers are being monitored and educated
about site safety issues by the foreman. In scenario 2, the result shows that the foreman’s
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safety monitoring behavior positively and significantly influences the workers’ safety
behavior. The workers are still prone to work in an unsafe manner despite having a good
site safety culture and having been properly informed about the hazards in their workplace
if the foreman pays less attention to how they work. From Scenario 3, it was observed that
the foreman’s safety teaching behavior positively and significantly influence the workers’
safety behavior. The workers are prone to engage in unsafe conduct when they lack safety
knowledge and the foreman is not there to direct them, even if the foreman sets a good
working example and pays attention to how they work.

In general, the result demonstrates that the foreman’s three behaviors positively
influence the safety performance of the workers; therefore, the three proposed hypotheses
in this paper are sustained. Also, safety learning was found to have the most significant
effect on the workers’ safety behavior. Moreover, it should be provided with appropriate
safety monitoring to maximize its effectiveness. The result was consistent with those of
existing studies [10,13,30,35], which proposed that the positive behaviors of management
will positively influence workers’ safety-related behaviors. The important managerial
suggestions based on the findings of this research are: (1) to enhance the safety knowledge
and competence of foreman through training to ensure that the foremen are equipped with
adequate knowledge to accurately teach the workers about the hazards related to their job
and worksite; (2) the foremen must not simply be able to communicate a clear safety goal to
the workers, but they must also be devoted to and supportive of that goal’s attainment; (3) it
is essential for management teams to emphasize and encourage the exemplary leadership
role of foremen by checking how the foremen carry out their duties on the construction
site from time to time. The contribution of this research is that, while existing studies have
focused on the general managerial factors that influence the workers’ safety behaviors
on construction sites, this present study proposes a behavioral influence model that can
be used to investigate how each worker’s internal cognitive process is affected by their
verbal and non-verbal interactions with the foreman while working on site. This aims to
bridge the gap that exists when all other managerial policies and initiatives (for example,
including, but not limited to, the provision of PPE and organizing training and workshops)
are implemented, but unsafe behaviors persist on a construction site.

Admittedly, there exist some limitations in the proposed model that can be addressed
in future studies. First, the working environment and task modeled were based on a
single example case in South Korea, which does not completely represent all the possible
construction site situations. Furthermore, only three types of foreman’s behaviors and a
single unsafe behavior of the workers were considered. Future research can introduce a
more diverse and complex construction environment from different geographical regions,
and also explore more foreman’s behaviors to deepen our understanding of the influence
of foremen’s behaviors on workers’ safety behavior and facilitate the development of
informed and effective behavioral interventions in construction safety.
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